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New Geometry-Matching Algorithm
• The method averages the minimum TRMM PR and Ground Radar (GR) sample volumes needed to match-up
spatially/temporally coincident PR and GR data types
• PR and GR averages are calculated at the geometric intersection of the PR rays with the individual Ground
Radar(GR)sweeps
• Along-ray PR data are averaged only in the vertical, GR data are averaged only in the horizontal
• Based on Bolen & Chandresekar, 2000; Liao, Meneghini & Iguchi, 2001
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Intersecting Precipitation Radar (L) and Ground Radar (R) radar reflectance factor for various GR sweep angles at the KAMX station in Florida
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PR-GR Biasr Station- y-Station
lIv
- PR-GR reflectivity for each NEXRAD station above (L) and
below (R) the bright band
• Gulf coast radars noted above run hot%%%%%
• Mid-state Texas radars run cold**'%
Red = PR-GR < 01 (GR is hot
Blue = PR-GR > 0 (GR is cold)
Green = PR-GR = 0
PR-GR Bias-, Time Series By Radar
PR-GR Bias, TRMM PR Under-Estimates Rainfall Compared to Ground Radars
Small difference in PR & GR
reflectivity high in the atmosphere,
relatively larger differences below
Version 6 TRMM PR under-
estimates rainfall in the case of
e convective rain in the lower part of
the atmosphere by 30 to 40 percent
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matched-up PR and GR sample volumes
• Volume-match PPIs, vertical cross sections, PR-GR
differences, PPI animation/alignment check 	 - Vertical profiles, scatter plots, histograms, bias statistics
• Matching full-resolution PR cross sections, GR PPIs 	 - Control "goodness" of matchups, S-to-Ku adjustment, etc.
• Access raw TRMM PR and WSR-88D GR, plus geo-
matchup data products, and the VN Data User's Guide
hftp://gpm.gsfc ,nasa,gov/groundvalidabon.html
• Download open source VN software and visualization tools
http://opensource.gsfc ,nasa.gov
Or contribute your ground radar data to the VN!
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